
 

 

 

 

PEPARATION:  Before your guest arrives  

Wet the Farmpresses by dipping them in the bowl of warm water – one at a time.  Allow any excess water to drip off OR 
wring it out, then place each Farmpress in the metal bowl and into the stone warmer.   
 
Once both Farmpresses are in the stone warmer, do not let them come in direct contact with the water – as they should not 
be boiled – just steamed.  The Farmpresses should be left in the stone warmer for about 20 minutes to properly heat.  
 
Prepare your massage table as you typically would.  Making sure to include a top blanket with the sheets as the guest skin 
will be moist and they may become easily chilled.   
 
Use 2 FarmPresses in a treatment. Keep one Farmpress warming while the other is in use.  You will interchange your 
Farmpresses as one cools, replacing it with the warming Farmpress.  You want the ball of the Farmpress to remain tightly 
twisted.  If it begins to loosen during the treatment, simply retwist.      You have the option of using both Farmpresses at the 
same time during certain treatments, such as Facials.  
 
Be sure to position your stone warmer as close to your treatment table as safely as possible to alleviate breaking contact 
with the guest while switching Farmpresses.  
 
Please use caution when handling the Farmpresses.  Use a towel or tongs when removing from the heat source.  

As an alternate treatment option you can also use cool or cold Farmpresses if your guest has been exposed to excess sun or 
in conjunction with a therapeutic sports massage. To use this cool method, be sure to steam your Farmpress for 20 minutes in 
the stone warmer to release the essential oils, then place the Farmpress in a bowl of ice. 
 
You will use the Tap, Press and Glide motions throughout the entire massage.  Please review these steps below thoroughly.  

 

TECHNIQUES:  
 
Tap.  This tapotement motion uses medium pressure and light, short tapping motions. It’s the most rhythmic of the 
techniques. The tapping is great for initial contact -- allowing the guest to get accustomed to the weight and temperature 
of the Farmpress. The vibrations are soothing and give guests a floating sensation when applied over longer periods of 
time.  We use these tapping motions on less delicate areas where you want to really break through any tightness – like the 
back, shoulders, arms, and legs … Anywhere where a rapid, repetitious, medium-pressure pulse helps to “reset” the nerves 
in the area.  
 
Press.  In this motion, you first apply firm pressure, then use a slight rolling motion to work the Farmpress around tight muscles. 
The Press motion is excellent for all parts of the body that you’re massaging, even the bottom of your guest’s feet.  
 
Glide.  The Gliding motion is used in long effleurage strokes. We recommend using medium pressure. Gliding allows you to 
keep contact with skin for longer periods of time. It’s great for stretching and relaxing sore muscles. This gliding method can 
be used on its own, and it’s also a great finish for any part of the body you are treating.   
 

 
INITIAL CONTACT: (3 min) 
Position your client comfortably on the massage table faced down.   

Using a FarmPress hold it underneath the face cradle and ask your guest to take 3 deep breaths.   

Using just your hands, apply light compressions down the back on top of the blanket. 

2 Farmpresses 
1 Dry Hand Towel 
A Stone Warmer filled with water 
(We do not suggest using a hot towel cabi 
as the Farmpresses will not heat quickly 
enough during the treatment.) 
2 bowls – one must be metal to be placed 
in stone warmer and the other bowl should 
be filled halfway with warm water.  
 

 

 



When you begin the massage, always check with your guest to make sure the temperature and pressure is comfortable for 
them. 

 

BACK: (15 min)  
Uncover one the back. Using your choice of oil/moisturizer, begin effleurage strokes on the back.  Carefully remove one 
Farmpress from the heat source. 

Check the temperature on the inside of your arm. 

Starting at the base of the neck down to the gluteals - Tap, press and glide with the Farmpress down one side of the back 
and back up the same side.  Be sure not to tap or press directly on the spine.  Remember to maintain client contact with 
your opposite (empty hand) throughout the treatment.  

Return the Farmpress to the heat source, then repeat the process using the second (warmer) Farmpress for the other half of 
the back.  Return the Farmpress to the heat source.  Next, use advanced massage techniques such as petrissage and 
acupressure on the key areas such as the shoulders to alleviate muscle tension.   

Drape the back and move to the glutes/legs. 

 

BACK OF LEGS: (10 min) 
Uncover one leg.   Effleurage with your FHF moisturizer.  Using the Farmpress, perform the tap, press and glide motions up 
and down one leg, calf and foot.  Be sure to finish leg with the glide motion and drape leg.  Return FarmPress to heat source 
and remove the warmer Farmpress.  Repeat process on other leg with the warmer Farmpress and return to heat source.   

Have your guest to comfortably turn over onto their back.  Be sure to bolster for comfort. 

 

FRONT OF LEGS: (10 min)  
Uncover one leg.   Effleurage with your FHF moisturizer.  Using the Farmpress to perform tap, press and glide motions up and 
down one leg, shin and foot.  Be sure to finish leg with glide motion and drape leg.  Return FarmPress to heat source and 
remove the warmer Farmpress.  Repeat process on other leg. Drape legs and return Farmpress to heat source.  

 

 

 

ARMS: (5 min)  
Uncover one arm. Apply oil/moisturizer using effleurage strokes. Use the warmer poultice with tapping, pressing and gliding 
motions up, then down the arm and hand.  Return Farmpress to heat source.  Cover arm and move to other arm and 
repeat process on other arm with the warmer Farmpress.  Drape arm and return poultice to heat. 

 

NECK AND SHOULDERS: (8 min)  
Effleurage neck and shoulders with oil/moisturizer.  Then use BOTH FarmPresses on both sides of the neck with the tap, press 
and glide motions. Perform a stretching movement on the neck with one Farmpress in each hand. (Hold the FarmPress at 
the base of the neck near C7 and slowly move upward, towards the scalp ending at C1 creating a stretch.) Return 
poultices to heat source to warm. Continue with advanced massage techniques such as stripping and petrissage.   
Conclude the massage with light rocking or tapping on the body. 
 

 

USING THE FARMPRESS AS AN ADD ON 

MASSAGE: Add on 
You may offer an add-on treatment using your selected Farmpress with any FHF body oil, all-purpose balm or moisturizer.   
When you begin the massage, check with your guest to make sure the temperature and pressure is comfortable for them.    
Follow your regular massage pattern and incorporate the Farmpress on any key areas that you have selected.  Use the tap, 
press and glide method on those areas.  Refer to the protocol above based on the selected area that you will performing 
the add on.   



 


